Frontier 3-Point Trencher

DT1136

Turn your compact utility tractor into a
Frontier DT1136 3-Point Trencher
Whether you’re running a water line to
your barn or you need electricity for an
outdoor safety light, the Frontier
3-Point Trencher is the simple,
affordable way to dig a professional
trench around your property.
Homeowners, plumbers, or landscapers –
this is one tool you want with you in
the trenches.
The DT1136 Trencher cuts 6 inches wide
and 36 inches deep, providing a clear,
workable trench for installing gas or
electrical lines, irrigation systems, or
drainage pipes. A rugged 14-inch
discharge auger removes dirt from the
trencher, preventing clogging so the
machine can run smoothly and efficiently.
And an adjustable crumber shoe removes
any loose material to keep the bottom of
your trench clean and smooth.
Ready to work? Well, hookup is a
breeze thanks to the iMatch™ 3-point
rear hitch. Just mount the DT1136 to
your compact utility tractor from 15 to 30
PTO horsepower and you’re all set for
high-hour usage in tough applications.
The Frontier 3-Point Trencher is sold and
supported by John Deere, the most
trusted name in farm, ranch, and lawn
equipment. Talk to your local John Deere
dealer, your exclusive source of Frontier
Equipment for more information on the
Frontier 3-Point Trencher.
www.BuyFrontier.com

Get to the bottom
No matter your need to get in the earth, the Frontier 3-Point Trencher makes sure the end results
are to your liking. Let’s say you want to install an underground sprinkler system. The DT1136
provides clear channels for laying pipes, giving you the proper depth and spacing for residential
or commercial irrigation.

fast, efficient trenching machine
Make Quick Work of Your Light Duty Trenching Jobs

Meet your iMatch™
Frontier DT1136 3-Point Trencher is compatible with the
iMatch Category 1 quick-attach hitch system. iMatch
converts your tractor’s 3-point hitch to fixed attachment
points for quick and easy connection. Also, the DT1136
features a slip-clutch overload protection for your PTO,
so you can continue to work and feel comfortable
knowing that your trencher won’t stop until the job is
done. (iMatch sold separately.)

Details
Raise and lower the digging
chain using the fast-action
hydraulic cylinder, all from
the convenience of your
tractor seat. With just one
motion of the lever, you can
go from digging a trench, to
lifting the chain and
repositioning in no time.
When you’re ready, simply
use the lever to drop the
chain and start the next
trench. It’s that easy.

A handy crumber shoe pushes loose dirt towards the digging chain, allowing the
teeth to clear dirt buildup for a clean finished trench. Plus, an adjustable crumber
bar lets you position the shoe closer or farther away from the digging chain.

The DT1136 comes equipped with 32 steel teeth for an
aggressive bite into tough, hard ground. Each tooth is designed
to provide you with a more effective cut, and for increased life
– that’s performance you can depend on, one job to the next.

A durable 14-inch spoil auger provides all the necessary power and efficiency to
move dirt while trenching…creating a smooth, empty channel, so you can lay
wire or pipe easily, and without clogging the trench.

Dig deep, fast, and clean with
the Frontier 3-Point Trencher
Specifications
Model

DT1136

Overall machine length

79 in. (200.7 cm)

Overall machine width

38 in. (96.5 cm)

Overall machine height

29 in. (73.7 cm)

Machine operating weight

633 lb. (287.1 kg)

Trench depth with auger at 65 degree digging angle

36 in. (91.4 cm)

Digging chain assembly tensile strength

38,000 lb. (17, 236.5 kg)

Digging chain width

6 in. (15.2 cm)

Digging chain pitch

1.654 in. (4.2 cm)

Digging chain length in pitches

64

Overload protection

Slip clutch

Discharge auger diameter

14 in. (35.6 cm)

Material discharge reach

21 in. (53.3 cm)

PTO Horsepower

15 - 30

3 pt. Compatibility

Cat. 1

iMatch compatible (Cat. 1 Quick Couple)

Yes

PTO Speed (RPM)

540

Cut deep. Cut clean.
Cut time. Cut costs.
Let’s cut to the chase. The Frontier
DT1136 3-Point Trencher is the tool of
choice when it’s time for a broad range of
trenching chores. It provides a 6-inch
wide and up to 36-inch deep furrow to
give you the spacing and depth you need
for improved gas, electric, and water
management around your land. Plus, a
rugged 14-inch discharge auger removes
dirt quickly and efficiently so that you
have a clean channel to work in. And
with its slim price tag, the DT1136
doesn’t just cut through tough ground –
it cuts down on your equipment costs as
well. That’s what makes the 3-Point
Trencher a cut above the rest.
Frontier 3-Point Trencher meets applicable ASABE safety standards.
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